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Chapter3
Using stellar atmospheric models to
determine chemical abundances
In order to quantify the different chemical elements present in a stellar atmosphere, weneed to describe the star in a physical way. The light that we receive from a star
comes through it’s atmosphere, more specifically the photosphere. Photons emerge from
these transparent layers of gas, releasing the energy produced by the thermonuclear re-
actions in the star’s opaque centre. The temperature, pressure and chemical composition
of the atmosphere will determine the features of the star’s spectrum. Absorption lines
are created when a particle (atom or molecule) absorbs a photon from the emerging flux
at a specific wavelength. Each different chemical element will absorb photons at specific
wavelengths and by measuring the relative depth of these absorption lines we can deter-
mine the abundance of that particular element.
The following paragraphs are not meant as a summary of the physics of radiative
transport in stellar atmospheres. The theory of stellar atmospheres is a well developed
part of astrophysics and the detailed physical processes are well described in standard
textbooks such as Gray (1992, chapters 5–14) or Carroll & Ostlie (1996, chapters 9–
10). On the other hand, some general background will help to understand the analysis
techniques used in this thesis. Sections 3.1 – 3.4 therefore give an overview of the most
important concepts and terminology that will be frequently used in the subsequent chap-
ters. In order to facilitate reading, Table 3.1 lists the physical constants used in this
chapter.
3.1 Describing the stellar atmosphere
Stellar atmospheres are low density gas, so the “ideal gas law” may be used to relate the
pressure, density and temperature. Here I summarise the physical description of the flux
emerging from an ideal atmosphere and the different absorption sources present in such
an atmosphere.
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Figure 3.1: Volume element illustrating flux and intensity in a stellar atmosphere.
Adapted from Gray (1992), figure 5.1 and 5.3.
Table 3.1: Constants used in this chapter
Name symbol value units
Speed of light c 2.99792458× 108 m s−1
Planck’s constant h 6.63× 10−34 J s
Boltzmann’s constant k 1.38× 10−23 J K−1
8.62× 10−5 eV K−1
Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant σ 5.6705× 108 W/m2 K4
Gravitational constant G 6.672× 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2
Mass of the electron me 9.11× 10−31 kg
3.1.1 The flux
Lets consider a cylindrical volume element of surface dA and thickness dx, as shown in
Figure 3.1, radiating at a frequency ν and intensity Iν . The radiation is emitted in a
direction θ with respect to the cylindrical axis, per unit area, unit solid angle (dω), unit
time and unit frequency. The basic equation that describes radiative transfer in a case
like this is the following:
dIν
dτν
= −Iν + Sν (3.1)
where Sν is the source function (Sν = jν/κν), jν and κν are the emission and absorption
coefficients, τν is the line of sight optical depth (τν =
∫
κνρdx, with ρ representing the
density of matter in the unit volume.) So the flux Fν that is crossing the volume element
per unit time and frequency is defined by:
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Fν =
∮
Iν cos θ dω (3.2)
Although the basic radiative transfer relation (3.1) looks extremely simple, this simplicity
is very delusive, mainly because the quantity κν involves a large amount of complex
physics. In order to solve the transfer equation and arrive at the atmosphere structure
and the photospheric spectrum of the star a number of simplifying assumptions are
needed:
Hydrostatic Equilibrium:
This is the case when pressure forces balance gravity. There is no expansion and no
significative mass loss.
Thin atmosphere:
The thickness of the photosphere is small compared to the radius of the star. Thus, we
need only consider the atmosphere as a superposition of parallel planes or “onion shells”
(layers) with a single (1D, radial) dimension describing the structure. We may thus
assume that the variation of gravity over the thickness of the photosphere is negligible
and we can approximate the gravity as a constant.
Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE):
We assume that LTE is a valid approximation for each volume element in the atmosphere.
Every layer has a unique temperature (T = T (τν)) and the source function is the Planck
function:




exp(hν/kT )− 1 (3.3)
where c is the speed of light, h is the Planck constant and k is the Boltzmann constant.
The LTE approximation allows us to use the following two laws:
• Boltzmann’s Law: To know whether a particular line may occur, you have to
know the relative populations of the excited states of the particles in the gas. The
relative population of excited states in a gas in thermodynamic equilibrium is given
by the Boltzmann Excitation Distribution. The number of atoms of energy level n












where gn is the statistical weight of the nth level, χn is the excitation potential of the
nth level and Un(T ) is the partition function of the particle in a gas of temperature
T and is defined as: Un(T ) = Σgi exp(−χi/kT ). It is often the case that χn is
expressed in eV and the term (1/kT ) is often expressed as θ = log e/kT = 5040/T
which lead to:







• Saha’s Law: In order to describe an absorption line, we need to know what fraction
of the atoms of a particular element are in the ionization state corresponding to
the line. Saha’s law describes the distribution of particles of the same species in
different ionization states. The ratio of atoms in ionization state i and i + 1 is













where me is the mass of the electron and χi is the ionization potential of the ion in
the state i. The Pe term in that equation explains why stellar spectra are sensitive
to pressure. The assumption of LTE is a very important simplification of the gen-
eral problem, as it allows us to calculate the source function, the population of the
atomic energy levels and the ionization equilibria from only a small number of free
physical parameters. In very thin extended atmospheres, or in the case of strong
absorption lines which are formed in high atmospheric layers, the LTE assumption
breaks down. The calculation of the excitation and ionization equilibria then be-
comes enormously more complicated because all interactions between matter and
radiation have to be considered in detail.
Radiative Equilibrium
In the top layers of any stellar atmosphere, all the energy is carried by radiation. Conser-
vation of energy tells us that the energy absorbed by one layer in the atmosphere must
be re-emitted to the next, or in other words, the flux must be constant (F(x) = F0)
throughout the atmosphere. In the case of a 1D model, we have:
d
dx
F(x) = 0 (3.7)
where F(x) is the total flux (in W/m2). When all the energy is carried via radiation, we
have: ∫ ∞
0
Fνdν = F0 = constant = σT 4eff (3.8)
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and Teff is the black body temperature of the
stellar atmosphere.
3.1.2 The absorption coefficient
Any process that captures or prevents photons from being emitted by the atmosphere
will contribute to the absorption coefficient (or opacity). This includes scattering as well
as absorption of photons by atomic electrons making level transitions. The absorption
coefficient (κν) of a gas is obviously going to be frequency dependent.
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Continuous absorption
This is the sum of the absorption resulting from many physical processes. The wave-
length dependence of the continuous absorption coefficient shapes the continuous spec-
trum emitted by a star. Photoionization, when a photon has enough energy to ionise an
atom (bound-free absorption) is a source of continuous opacity. Also free-free absorption
(when a free electron in the vicinity of an ion absorb a photon) contributes to the contin-
uous opacity of the star. Electron scattering (Thompson, Compton, Rayleigh) can also
divert photons from an incident light source, so they also contribute to the continuous
absorption. Hydrogen, being the most abundant element, is also the main contributor
to the absorption coefficient. In cool stars like those of our sample (∼ 4000K) most of
the continuous absorption in the visible and infrared part of the spectrum is due to the
negative hydrogen ions H− (hydrogen atoms with one very loosely bound extra electron),
while “metals” start to dominate the UV part of the spectrum.
Specific absorption
Absorption specific to the line, (bound-bound transitions) occurs when an electron in
an atom or an ion makes a transition (by absorbing a photon) from one orbital to an-
other. It is, by definition, very wavelength specific, corresponding to the energy of the
photon that was absorbed. The depth and width of this absorption line is related to
the transition probability, the population of the lower energy level, and the abundance
of the element that absorbed the photon, but also to some intrinsic effects not related
to the abundance. Natural broadening is caused by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle,
where the orbital energy cannot have a precise value, allowing for photons of slightly
different wavelength to be absorbed. This results in a non-discrete (fuzzy) energy level.
Thermal (or Doppler) broadening is caused by the fact that atoms are in thermal motion,
producing a range of line of sight velocities. This motion will change the observed fre-
quencies (Doppler shifting) of the absorbed photons, making the line broader. There is
also pressure broadening, caused by the electric field of a large number of (close by) ions
and collisional broadening, when the orbitals of an atom are perturbed due to collision
with a neutral atom.
Macro and micro turbulence are two broadening mechanisms that act on scales that
are large (macro) or small (micro) compared to the mean free path of the photons.
Microturbulence can be considered as an additional thermal velocity. When the line of
sight goes through many cells of motion (turbulence cells) in the photosphere, the velocity
of the cells will modify the line profile in the same way as the particle distribution. It
is approximated to be isotropic (Gaussian) and can be included directly into the line
absorption coefficient with a convolution, as detailed in chapter 18 (p.405) of Gray (1992).
There is macroturbulence when the turbulence cells in the photosphere are large enough
so that a photon will stay in the same cell from the time it is created to the time it
leaves the star. Each of these cells will have the same Doppler shift, corresponding to the
velocity of the cell, therefore acting in a way similar to rotation, which can be applied as a
convolution of the emergent spectrum by an appropriate function (Gaussian or other). To
summarise, micro turbulence acts on the absorption line profile, like a thermal component
desaturating strong lines while macro turbulence acts on both strong and weak lines in
the same way by smearing them out over a frequency range.
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Figure 3.2: Electronic pressure (top), gas pressure (middle) and temperature (bottom)
as a function of optical depth. This figure present models with constant log g and [Fe/H]
in order to illustrate the Teff dependence of the models. Teff start at 3800K (solid line)
and increase by 100K each time to reach 4200K (dotted line). The models used are
those of MARCS 2005 and Plez 2005, presented in section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.3: Electronic pressure (top), gas pressure (middle) and temperature (bottom)
as a function of optical depth. This figure present models with constant Teff and log g in
order to illustrate the [Fe/H] dependence of the models. [Fe/H] start at -2.5 dex (solid
line) and increase by 0.5 dex each time to reach -0.5 dex (dotted line). The models used
are those of MARCS 2005, presented in section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Electronic pressure (top), gas pressure (middle) and temperature (bottom)
as a function of optical depth. This figure present models with constant Teff and [Fe/H]
in order to illustrate the log g dependence of the models. The log g start at 0.0 dex (solid
line) and increase by 0.3 dex each time to reach 1.2 dex (dotted line). The models used
are those of MARCS 2005, presented in section 3.3.2.
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3.1.3 Stellar atmospheric models
Stellar atmospheric models are a tabulation of physical parameters used to represent the
conditions inside an atmosphere. Models are typically given as the electronic pressure
(Pe), the gas pressure (Pg), the temperature (T ) and the optical depth for photons
with λ=5000Å (τ5000) for several layers (∼50) of a stellar atmosphere. This is shown in
Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 where we plot Pe (top), Pg (middle) and T (bottom) as a function
of τ5000 for five different set of parameters, varying Teff , [Fe/H] and log g respectively,
sampling the full range of stellar parameters we used in chapter 6. It is customary in
stellar atmosphere work to use log g as equivalent for the pressure in the atmosphere
(which can be done if hydrostatic equilibrium is valid). In these three figures, where
we can see the similarity in the shape of the curves when only one parameter changes,
allowing us to interpolate between two curves to get the exact parameter needed for our
model. As can be seen from the plots of T versus τ5000, the parameter that will most
influence the line formation is Teff . Especially in the region where most of the lines are
forming, (−1 < τ5000 < 1), a change of 100K will change the T (τ) relation much more
than a change in log g and/or [Fe/H]. Therefore it is critical to have stellar models made
for the Teff corresponding to the star observed in order to produce accurate abundances.
These models are needed as an input for the line formation code used to derive the
abundance, as describe in section 3.3.3.
3.2 Determining Stellar Atmospheric parameters
In the previous section, we have shown that we can simplify our stellar atmosphere model
so that it can be described using only a few parameters. We will describe them (and how
to derive them) in this section.
3.2.1 Effective Temperature (Teff)
The effective temperature, Teff , is the temperature of a black body radiating as the star,
F = σ Teff4. There is more than one way to determine the Teff of a star, and I will
describe the two methods we used.
Photometric colour
A powerful method to obtain the Teff of a star, is the InfraRed Flux Method, (IRFM)
described by Blackwell & Lynas-Gray (1998). It provides an accurate procedure to derive
stellar angular diameters and effective temperatures by measuring the monochromatic
flux at an infrared frequency and the bolometric flux. It then uses theoretical atmospheric
models to estimate the monochromatic flux at the star’s surface (the infrared flux has
a small dependency on the Teff). The IRFM is an iterative procedure: from a first
guess of the Teff , the angular diameter is deduced and used to derive an improved Teff .
Practically, the IRFM is not easy to use since measuring a stellar angular diameter is
not always possible. An empirical method, calibrated on the IRFM, has been developed
to give a relation between photometric colours (like V − I, V −K) and Teff . The general
method and correction polynomials are described in the series of papers by Ramírez &
Meléndez (2005), Alonso et al. (1999a,b, 2001), and references therein, and we will use
these calibrations in the following chapters.
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Excitation equilibrium
We define Teff such that the abundance of an element is independent of the excitation
potential (χex) of the individual lines. Obviously, in principle, all the lines of an element
should give the same abundance for a given star. In practice, there is a (small) scatter
around an average value. A Teff which is incorrect will affect the weak excitation poten-
tials more than the strong potentials. It will also change the gradient of the temperature
and the optical depth (T and τ5000) and since lines with different χex are not all forming
at the same depth, the resulting abundance will be different. If a correlation between
abundance and excitation potentials occurs, it is a sure sign that Teff has been incorrectly
determined for the star. In order to use this method, we need many lines of a single el-
ement sampling a range of χex. Figure 3.5 (middle panel) illustrates this for a sample
star of our FLAMES dataset, with the proper Teff , where the slope is effectively zero.
Contrasting with this figure, we show in Figure 3.6 the same figure but with a Teff that
is 400K higher than our ”correct“ one. The precision with which Teff can be determined
depends upon the resolution, the choice and number of lines and signal to noise of each
spectrum used. Usually, we use ≈50 Fe i lines to determine the Teff of a star.
3.2.2 Surface Gravity (log g)
The surface gravity of a star of massM? and radius R? is define as g? = GM?/R2?, where
G is the gravitational constant. In solar values, we get g? = g(M?/M/)/(R?/R)2.
There exists several methods (isochrones, pressure broadening in the wings of strong
lines) to estimate the gravity of a star (which we often use in log scale, log g) and in this
section we describe the two different methods we used to calculate it.
Photometric
We can use photometry to estimate the surface gravity of a star if we know the mass,
the Bolometric magnitude (distance modulus + a bolometric correction) and the Teff
(two or more photometric colours). We do so using the relation linking the luminosity,
radius and temperature of a star (L = 4piR2σT 4) and Bolometric magnitude definition
(MBol? −MBol = −2.5 log(L?/L)) we get:
log g? = log g + log
M?
M + 4× log
Teff?
Teff
+ 0.4× (MBol? −MBol) (3.9)
Spectroscopic (Ionization Equilibrium)
For stellar types F, G or K, we can easily measure elements in two ionization states,
like Fe i and Fe ii or Ti i and Ti ii. For a given star and a given element, there should
be a single value for the abundance, no matter if the abundance is determined from the
neutral or the ionized state. We can then iterate on the gravity of our model until the
abundance of Fe i and Fe ii are the same, constraining the stellar gravity. By definition,
gravity is related to the gas pressure (Pg ∝ g2/3) and therefore to the electronic pressure
(Pe ∝ g1/3) since Pg ∝ P 2e . From the Saha’s equation (3.6) and the cool stars case (our
case), where the number of atoms of Fe i  Fe ii, we can state that Fe i, the dominant
species, will depend on 1/Pe and Fe ii, the minority species, with the majority of atoms
in the state i−1 = 1, will depend on 1/P 2e . This is what makes the ionization equilibrium
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Figure 3.5: Fitting a model (MARCS 2005) to a star in our FLAMES sample (BL239),
showing the [Fe i/H] (full symbols) and [Fe ii/H] abundances (empty symbols) as a func-
tion of λ, (top) χex (middle) and EW (bottom). The text above the top plot gives the
parameters of the model used: star name, Teff (T), log g (g), vt (v), metallicity (z), the
average [Fe i/H] (also plotted with a dashed line) and the number of Fe i lines used. The
thick line in the middle and bottom plots are linear regressions, with their respective
coefficients and associated errors on top of each plot. The different symbols for the Fe i
lines are related to their equivalent width, as shown in the bottom panel.
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Figure 3.6: Same as Figure 3.5 but with a Teff that is 400K higher than the ”correct“
one. The slope in the middle plot, although only significative at the 1.8σ level, shows that
there is a tendency for weak χex to produce higher abundances. This extreme change in
Teff changes the derived [Fe i/H] by ∼0.2 dex, and shift the [Fe ii/H] abundances (empty
squares) from relatively comparable to the [Fe i/H] to way below them, another hint that
this temperature is not appropriate for this star.
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a good tool to constrain gravity. This method presumes that non-LTE effects are not
modifying the ionization equilibrium. This is an assumption that is not always correct,
especially at low surface gravities or metallicities, where Fe is known to be overionised
in non-LTE (Asplund 2005). This translates into an underpopulation of Fe i levels with
respect to what was predicted by LTE and therefore an [Fe i/H] abundance lower than
[Fe ii/H]. Although it is claimed by many authors (including Asplund (2005)) that Fe ii
is immune to departures from LTE in late-type stars, the typical number of Fe i lines
observed versus Fe ii lines (factor ∼10) makes Fe i a more reliable measure of Fe than
Fe ii.
3.2.3 Metallicity
Each stellar atmosphere model is computed with a parameter representing the chemical
composition of the star. It is often referred to as [Fe/H], although it does not only
represent the contribution of Fe atoms. It represents the electronic pressure (Pe) in the
atmosphere of a star with the same chemical element ratios as the Sun, scaled to a given
[Fe/H]. It is the abundance of the elements that contribute to the continuous absorption
properties of the atmosphere. A higher metallicity will increase Pe in the atmosphere by
contributing extra electrons. Some models have different [α/Fe] ratios to represent stars
that are systematically different from the sun.
3.2.4 Microturbulence velocity
The microturbulence velocity, vt affects the lines by broadening and hence desaturating
them. It is caused by small cells of motions in the photosphere and is treated like an
additional thermal velocity in the line absorption coefficient. The desaturation effect
depends on the strength of the line, where only strong lines are affected. Weak lines
will not be affected by desaturation since increasing the vt will broaden the line and
make it shallower, conserving the equivalent width. In this regime, the abundance is
proportional to the EW . But for a saturated line, increasing the vt will widen the
wavelength range covered by the absorption, thus desaturating the line: the equivalent
width is not conserved anymore. This is detailed in in chapter 18 of Gray (1992). Typical
values for the vt are 1-2 km/s for low-mass giants. We can determine vt for a star by
making sure that for a single element, the abundance is independent of the EW of
the line, as illustrated in Figure 3.5 (bottom panel) for a sample star of our FLAMES
dataset, for which the vt has been chosen correctly for the observed spectra (negligible
slope). Again, Fe i, having many observed lines, is the most suitable element for this
determination.
3.3 The abundance determination
After describing the physics of a stellar atmosphere and parameterising it, we need to
transform the absorption lines into chemical abundances. We will first need to mea-
sure the equivalent widths of the absorption lines, and then use a stellar atmosphere
model with the right parameters for each individual star before being able to derive an
abundance.
















3.3.1 Measuring the equivalent widths
The first step in determining the abundance is the actual measurement of the strength
of each absorption line. We refer to this value as the equivalent width (EW , in text or
W , in equations), it corresponds to the total absorption coming from a line, and it is







Where EW is the width of a rectangle of depth 100% (going from 0 to 1) in a normalised
spectrum that covers the same area as the real line. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7,
where Fc is the flux level of the continuum (normalised at 1), Fλ = Fν is the flux at the
frequency ν = c/λ, with c = the speed of light.
3.3.2 The Stellar Models used
In 2005, a major improvement in the models available occurred with the release of new
MARCS spherical stellar models∗ which are described in in Gustafsson et al. (2003). For
chapter 5, (which was made in prior to 2005) we used models from Plez (2000, 2002).
For chapter 6, we used the new MARCS 2005 models extended by Plez (2005) to cover
the range of stellar parameters of our sample. Here is a summary of the models used:
Plez 2000-2002
• Geometry: Plane-parallel approximation
• Temperature: 3800 ≤ Teff ≤ 5200K in steps of 200K
• Gravity: 0.5 ≤ log g ≤ 4.5dex in steps of 0.5 dex
∗ http://marcs.astro.uu.se/
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• Metallicity: −4.0 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −1.00dex in steps of 0.25 dex
• Alpha: Enhanced, [α/Fe] = 0.4
MARCS 2005
• Geometry: Spherical
• Temperature: 4000 ≤ Teff ≤ 5500K in steps of 250K
• Gravity: 0.0 ≤ log g ≤ 3.5dex in steps of 0.5 dex
• Metallicity: −1.5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +1.00dex in steps of 0.25 dex
• Alpha: Standard, [α/Fe] = 0 at [Fe/H] = 0, +0.1 for each -0.25 dex until it reaches
+0.4 at [Fe/H] ≤ -1.0.
Plez 2005
• Geometry: Spherical
• Temperature: 3600 ≤ Teff ≤ 4000K in steps of 200K
• Gravity: same as MARCS 2005
• Metallicity: −3.0 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −1.50dex in steps of 0.5 dex
• Alpha: Poor, [α/Fe] = 0.00 for all models.
Models are interpolated for all parameters, including [α/Fe] when mixing standard mod-
els with α-poor ones, in order to create the correct model for individual stars. We used
models with two types of geometry: plane-parallel and spherical, but for a given sample,
we used either one or the other for the entire analysis. The geometry affects the abun-
dance in two fundamental ways, namely the line formation (discussed in section 3.3.3)
and the model atmosphere structure. Spherical geometry in the model structure is a
better representation of reality but as they are relatively new models they have not
been used intensively in the literature, since prior to the MARCS 2005 models, the most
commonly used models for abundance analysis in giants stars were those of Gustafsson
et al. (1975), in plane-parallel. This makes a direct comparison with previous work more
complex but since these models became available, we decided to start to use them. An
overview of the difference between models with spherical geometry and plane-parallel
approximation is presented in Heiter & Eriksson (2006), where they compare the effect
of using the plane-parallel approximation in the model atmosphere structure and/or the
line formation code (p_p and s_p) using fully consistant spherical geometry (s_s) in the
abundance analysis. They show that lines with different χex will not behave in the same
way (introducing a bias on the determined Teff), lines with different EW will also show
a different behaviour (affecting the vt) and that lines of different ionization state (Fe i
versus Fe ii) will also react differently to a change in geometry (bias in log g). They give
the maximum combined systematic error caused by different geometry in the s_p case
with respect to the s_s case to be of the order of -0.1 dex, while for the p_p case, the
differences are up to +0.35 dex. Thus using spherical models can make a big difference
in the abundance determination, much more than the way we treat the line formation
(which in our case is plane-parallel).
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3.3.3 Computing the abundances
As explained in detail in chapter 14 of Gray (1992), for weak lines (dominated by Doppler













+ logA+ log(gf λ)− 5040
T
χ− log(κν) (3.11)
where Wλ is the equivalent width of the line, e is the charge of the electron, e = −1.60×
10−19C; Ni/N is the ratio of the number of atoms of a particular element in the ionization
state i with respect to the total number of atoms of that element, NH is the number of
hydrogen atoms per unit volume, A = N/NH is the abundance of the specific element
relative to hydrogen, Un(T ) is the partition function, defined in equation 3.4, κν is the
continuous absorption coefficient and gf is the transition probability∗. Note that the
first term on right hand side of the equation is constant for a given star and a given ion.
This equation gives us some general information about the abundance of an element in
a star:
• for weak lines, the equivalent width (W ) varies in a linear way with abundance.
• the abundance of an element (A) varies with the inverse of the temperature (5040/T ).
• the abundance depends linearly on the gf -values.
The line formation code
To calculate the abundances we use CALRAI, developed by Spite (1967) with many
improvements over the years, which uses the plane-parallel approximation. Once we
have determined the appropriate stellar parameters for a given star, we can interpolate
the model from our grid and use the measured EW s to determine the abundance of
the different elements. This is an iterative process, where the software will vary the
abundance of a given element until it is consistent with the observed EW s. Once this
has been done for all the lines of a given element, we obtain a distribution of abundances
for each element. The more lines of a single element we have the greater the reliability of
the abundance derived. The different lines do not necessarily behave in the same way with
respect to abundance. Weak and moderately strong lines will vary in an almost linear
way with respect to the abundance. When lines become saturated (without prominant
wings), a strong variation in abundance will be almost insensitive to the EW . A curve
of growth can be used to illustrated this dependence.
The Curve of Growth
For a given abundance (α?) of a specific element, the EW s (or Wλ) of a given line will
vary as a function of the gf -value (the transition probability, eq. 3.11). When we have a
weak line, log (Wλ/λ) will vary linearly with log (α?gf). We can define Γ? for weak lines
when this equation is true:
∗ where g is the statistical weight (2J+1, J is the inner quantum number) of the lower level, and f is
the oscillator strength






= log (α?gf) + log Γ? (3.12)
We can calculate Γ? for each line as a function of the model used, the element and its
ionization state and its χex. A curve of growth is a plot of log (Wλ/λ) versus log (α?gf)+
log Γ?. Figure 5.3 of chapter 5 illustrates this for one star in our sample. Since we don’t
know a priori the value of α?, we use the solar value, α and the equation becomes
log (αgf) + log Γ?. If we consider Fe for example, then all the lines of Fe i and Fe ii
will be aligned on a curved shifted by log (α?)− log (α) with respect to the theoretical
curve of growth. The value of this shift is, by definition, [Fe/H]. When we compare the
observed curves of growth for Fe i and Fe ii (one for each state) we can verify if the chosen
gravity is representative of the star. The gravity of the model will be representative of
the star if the two different (ionization) states fall on their respective curve. By plotting
different symbols for lines of strong and weak χex, we can confirm our choice of Teff .
Lines of different χex should be randomly distributed higher and lower than the curve.
If it’s not the case, it is a sign that the Teff chosen for the model is not a good match to
the star (so we have to change it). Also, if the vt is not the right one for the star, the
non-linear part of the curve of growth will not fit the observed lines.
3.4 The line list
High resolution spectroscopy can provide accurate measurements of numerous absorption
lines for many different chemical elements and hence is an accurate method of determining
detailed abundance patterns in a star. The line list is a critical part of the analysis, and
building a proper line list is a complex task. Lines needs to be chosen carefully, making
sure that they have a reliable gf -values and are sufficiently isolated from their neighbours
at the resolution of the observations to be accurately measured. A line that is isolated
for a star of a given metallicity (or Teff) can be too blended to be useful at another
metallicity. Also, a line that is isolated in a high resolution instrument (like UVES for
example) can be blended in a lower resolution one (like GIRAFFE). In addition, because
of different wavelength coverage, some lines are available for one instrument but not for
another. So a line list needs to be adapted for the data set it will be used on.
3.4.1 Building a line list
One way to build a line list is to start from basic reference line list and add/substract
lines from it. Such a basic line list can be found in recently published work made on sim-
ilar objects. Then, extra lines can be added from other work and/or web-based atomic
libraries like NIST∗, VALD† or Kurucz‡. It is always important to check that there is
compatibility in the average values of the abundances derived from each list. A small
but noticeable offset in the average value of [Fe i/H] between two lists will add an ar-
tificial scatter to the abundances values. The consistency (precision and uniformity) of
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Figure 3.8: ([Fe i/H]) abundance determination for Arcturus using four different line
lists, represented by different symbols. Also plotted are the average abundance for each
of the sets of lines. Lines tagged Shet2003 (filled circles) are from Shetrone et al. (2003),
Hill2000 (empty squares) from Hill et al. (2000), Grat2003 (gray diamonds) from Gratton
et al. (2003) and Zoca2004 (empty triangles) from Zoccali et al. (2004).
we make a big list out of smaller ones. For some elements, the gf -values are not known
precisely and the uncertainties are much bigger than what we would hope to achieve with
our measurements. The gf -values affect the abundance in a direct way, an error of 0.1
on the log gf will affect the abundance by 0.1.
Our strategy was to start with the reference line list from Shetrone et al. (2003),
which was optimised for use with UVES on metal poor stars (−3.0 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −1.5).
For our work on the globular clusters of Fornax, (chapter 5), we used it without any
modifications, as it was already appropriate for our metallicity range and instrumental
resolution. But for the Fornax field stars (chapter 6), because of the higher metallicity of
the stars and the different (smaller) wavelength coverage, we had to significantly adapt
the line list. We selected lines from Gratton et al. (2003), Hill et al. (2000) and Zoccali
et al. (2004) as potential candidates to be included in our master line list. We used a
high resolution, (R ≈ 120 000) high signal-to-noise spectrum of Arcturus, downloaded
from the ESO UVES public archive∗. Arcturus has Teff 4250K and [Fe/H] ∼ −0.5 and
∗ http://archive.eso.org/wdb/wdb/eso/uves/form
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is thus a good “template” for our most metal rich stars. On average, as you increase in
metallicity, the strength of a line will increase, making weak lines stronger and saturating
already strong lines. Our reference line list was optimised (i.e. having both weak and
strong lines) for metal poor stars. In order to optimise our line list also for the richest
part of our sample, we need to add lines that are weak in metal rich stars.
From the Arcturus spectrum we calculated abundances using the four line lists for
all the elements and compared the results before accepting new lines. We illustrate this
for the Fe i lines in Figure 3.8. From this we can determine if the inclusion of a line list
will improve the abundance determination or if it will just add more scatter. If there is
not a big difference in the average value between two lists and/or if a list has a scatter
comparable to other lists, we can safely add the new lines to our master list. From
Figure 3.8, we concluded that the lines used by Hill et al. (2000), apart from being too
strong, would only add scatter to our Fe i distribution. Lines from Zoccali et al. (2004)
have an average Fe i abundance difference of ≈ 0.2 dex compared to the Shetrone list,
a sign that the gf -values of the two lists are not compatible. It is possible to shift the
gf -values so that the average abundance comes out the same as the Shetrone one but
since the Zoccali list has almost no weak lines, we didn’t do it and didn’t use their lines.
Only the lines from Gratton et al. (2003), because of their relative weakness (30-70 mÅ)
and small scatter, were added to our master list. Since the difference in average log gf
is small (0.04 dex), we decided to ignore this difference and use the gf -values without
modification.
3.4.2 The line by line selection
To facilitate the addition of “clean” lines to our line list, we used two synthetic spec-
tra that have been made with models that have the stellar parameters of Arcturus,
Teff=4250, [Fe/H]=0.5, log g= 1.5, one containing most of the known atomic and molec-
ular lines convolved to our instrumental resolution and the other an exact duplicate but
without the lines that we are interested in, as shown in the top panel of Figure 3.9. This
allows us to detect lines that are contaminated by lines of other elements (superposed
or blended) at our resolution. Lines don’t need to be fully isolated, as it’s possible to
deblend lines when we measure the EW s, but we just need to check that a weak line is
not blended and effectively lost in the wing of a strong and saturated line. By making
an identical synthetic spectrum but without the lines we are interested in, we can check
what the spectrum look like without those lines. If it goes to zero at the position of those
lines, then there is nothing known that directly contaminates the line. If there is a large
residual, then we have to reject the line. Of course there is always the possibility that
there is something unknown contaminating our lines, and having many lines to deter-
mine the abundance of an element can protect us against this unknown. By looking at
Arcturus spectrum, (bottom panel of Figure 3.9) we can judge if our synthetic spectra
are realistic and that there are not many unknown features.
Now that we have the means to determine accurate abundances, we will, in chapter 4,
explain in detail how to apply this theory into practice with our FLAMES data set.
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Figure 3.9: (top) Synthetic spectra of a star with stellar parameters similar to Arcturus
(Teff = 4250, [Fe/H] = 0.5, log g = 1.5). The thin line contains all known atomic and
molecular lines. The thick one has the same but without the lines present in our line
list. The resolution of this spectrum is R ≈ 20 000. (bottom) UVES archive spectrum
of Arcturus at a resolution of R = 120 000. The Fe i line in the centre and Si i line on
the left were kept for the analysis, despite the Fe i line not being fully isolated at our
resolution. The Fe ii line right next to it was rejected since it is a residual flux directly
underneath it. The strong V i on the right was also considered usable, but flagged as
“unsure”, due to the proximity of another potentially strong line.
